The formulas for evaluating the elliptic integral of the third kind wi h a complex parameter as given by Byrd and Friedman [1] have been corrected and simplified )by Lang and Stevens [2] . There is, however, a further correction necessary in these latter results.
The integral to be evaluated is
Jo (1 -a2 sin2 0)A where a2 is complex and A = \/(l -k2 sin2 6). In the formulas for evaluating / there appears the quantity fPi m2dx m2 , -i, ,, N T2= I Y+h^= VF2tan WW' where sin tj> cos <t> P2 = (1 + m2 sin2 </>)A '
We will consider the case where m2 ^ -1. If this occurs we see that as </> goes to ir/2, either p2 -» °° (m2 = -1) and [tan-1 (p2 \/h2)] -* tt/2, or p2 -> 0 through negative values (m2 < -1) and [tan-1 (p2 \/h2)] -* ir (and not to zero). To avoid overlooking this possibility the proper representation for r2 is . , Ain ,-■ , ^An ) for m2 ^ -1. Vh2 \V(h2 sin2 <¿) cos2 <t> + A2(l + m2 sin2 0)2)/ It is to be noted, in particular, that the formulas for the real and imaginary parts of the complete integral should contain a term involving r2 whenever m2 ^ -1. and aR depends only on the ellipse &p and the quadrature rule R. Davis and Rabinowitz [2] have given a short table of aR for a few commonly used quadrature rules and various values of the semi-major axis a. To test their results, we have assumed for/a simple trigonometric function whose integral can be easily evaluated and computed. By comparing this with those obtained by various quadratures it turns out that the actual errors are larger than the bound <rR\\ f ||s . Thus it leads us to believe that their tabulated values of aR are in error. In a private communication, Davis agreed with us and encouraged us to recompute their table. Recently we completed this task. The results are tabulated below, where a few more cases and a wider range in semi-major axis a are included. To our disappointment, it is found that these values are much greater than theirs, nearly by a factor of 4.
